TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
ASPHALT & TAR REMOVER 576

MASONRY & ASPHALT

Asphalt & Tar Remover576 is a specifically formulated detergent used for removal of tar, asphalt,
tree sap, adhesive residues, oil field tars and greases. This product is able to be flushed away with
water. For use on asphalt/tar trucks, oil field equipment, heavy duty road equipment, painted and
plastic surfaces. Easily applied with spray or brush. To use, allow the detergent to sit and penetrate
then flush with high pressure rinse.

Product Highlights

Formulated with biodegradable surfactants, petroleum distillates and citrus by-products.
Economical per gallon cost.
576 can be diluted with up to 3 parts of diesel fuel. Many asphalt paving companies love the
heavy duty, quick acting performance on the heaviest of build-up.
576 is a non-corrosive product that makes it environmentally friendly and provides
maximum user and equipment safety.
576 will float on water. Collect and investigate as a fuel in a waste oil furnace. This can
eliminate expensive disposal costs and any potential hazardous wastewater. This product
can be removed with an oily water separator or skimmed off the surface of a holding
reservoir. Works well in hard or soft water.
Non-Hazardous Fully Biodegradable, NO chlorinated solvents.
Does not carry ingredients that attack the earth’s ozone, or contribute to smog.

Physical Description

Application Directions:

100% Active Ingredients
Flash point = > 1210F
pH 5% Solution = 6-9
Specific Gravity = 0.82
VOC = 779 g/L
Does ship UPS
Shelf Life = 2 years
Freeze / thaw stable
Appearance = Clear

Apply directly to the surface. Allow to dissolve
tar, asphalt and/or other soil. Make sure you rinse
thoroughly with cool, clear, potable water after
cleaning.

5 Gal Pail

Available in

55 Gal Drum

275 Gal Tote
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